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       A R T I S T    S T A T E M E N T       
Since 2000, I have been developing my personal artistic research about 

possible articulations among Performance, Body and Dramaturgy entitled by me as 
Scenic Decomposition. This proposition has resulted in several works in different 
artistic areas (Dance, Theater, Performance, Opera) that were performed in many 
countries and receiving several prizes and positive critical reviews.

The special interests of my work are:

- Research movement as a transformative and connective factor between 
artists and audience.

-  Investigate  the  dramaturgical  potential  of  the  body  in  the 
Contemporaneity.

-  Explore  the  idiosyncrasy  of  each  dancer/actor/performer  as  a  crucial 
component in the creative art process.

- Find out how dance could be recreated and redesigned by natural and 
spontaneous movements from non-dancers persons.

-  The  reconstruction  of  Classical  and  Modern  Dance  vocabulary  in 
contemporary movements.

- The search for another aesthetic references in different fields of the Art (in 
special, Visual Arts).

-  The research  of  possible  articulations  between  movement  and  scenic 
elements (Lighting, Set Stage, Costume).

-  Propose  for  the  audience  another  way  to  see  contemporary  dance, 
theatre  and  performance  not  only  in  a  contemplative  way  but  also  by  an 
instigative fruition of the scenic action.
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         C R I T I C A L    R E V I E W S            

Eugen Onegin (2013) - Staatsoper Hannover

It  results  in  febrile  atmospheres,  strong  tensions,  power  and  rhythm  in  the  
numerous dances, everything is great! So now, Hannover has an "Eugen Onegin" as a  
solid work that can be reminded with great honors. Short and very warm applauded.

Ute Schalz-Laurenze - Kreiszeitung Syke (04/16/2013)

Seymour (2012) - Schauspielhaus Hannover

In  aesthetic  fixed  practices,  perform  the  sweaty  actors  in  spongy  Fat-suites  
across  the  stage  performing  a  freaked  choreography.  This  makes the  evening very  
entertaining and bring to the dialogues also more ambiguity.

Stefan Keim - 'Die Deutsche Bühne' Magazin (März/2012)

Hannover Central Station (2012) - Iyabo Kaczmarek Freie Theaterproduktionen

'The whole world is a stage', so is well known not only by Shakespeare, but since  
1969 also by the sociologist Erving Goffman. The analogy, however, in that time well  
designated as "restrained", could be actually incorrect. Because: "An act staged in a  
theater is admittedly an artificial illusion; unlike in everyday life, and the characters can  
show nothing real or occurred realities" says Goffman. But what happen if  a theater  
production  exposes  the  everyday  world?  In  the  Central  Station  of  Hannover,  for  
example, where performers and audience takes up a lot of real and reality (…) a step  
further is done in opposition against this. With the theater production "Hanover Central  
Station"  (..)  the  boundaries  between  art  and  reality  is  completely  equal  eliminated.  
Theater phenomenon has normally as legitimation 'to watch people', otherwise 'to be  
looked  by'  could  provoke  a  lot  of  fear.  And  it  has  also  the  same  effect  when  the  
spectators  need  to  enter  in  places  that  do  not  belong  to  their  own  world,  as  the  
Humanitarian Train Station Mission bureau, for example, or even in the "Prost" bar in the  
station exit... (…) In this great 70-minutes independent theater production you learn a lot  
about the station, about Hanover and also about the people of this city. It's amazing how  
the passers-by react calmly to the spectacle that is unexpectedly offered to them in the  
train  platforms,  at  the  tickets  machines  or  in  front  of  perfumery  store.  Their  most  
common response: you just look at and try to understand who are those that are there  
together them...

Hendrik Brandt – Hannoversche Allgemeine Zeitung (09/04/2012)

Ursprung der Welt (2011) - Schauspielhaus Hannover

"Ursprung der Welt" is a naughty, swift and pleasant politically incorrect comedy  
where  the  Hanoverian  cast  (Janko  Kahle,  Rainer  Frank,  Carolin  Eichhorst,  Meriam  
Abbas, Thomas Mehlhorn) moves with a vertiginous level and in an excellent way.

Michael Laages - Fazit / Deutschlandradio Kultur (14.5.2011)

 Two sliding white walls forming a semi-circle that are opened releasing the view  
of an oriental paradise. Here is Nyssia, dancing naked over a fountain while the friend  
Gyges secretly observes her. Of course, the whole thing is more about a comedy or  
even a intentional farce. And is quite fun to watch the overdrawn figures playing.

Alexander Kohlmann – Nachtkritik.de (14.5.2011)



IDENTITY (2010) - Iyabo Kaczmarek Freie Theaterproduktionen

Origin, social background, social status and behavior - which contributes to my  
identity? What makes me who am I? These fundamental  questions are explored by  
Wesley D'Alessandro in this Premiere. In the center of the scenic space, a giant figure  
as a symbol of the "I" is connected by long fabrics to three dancers that represent the  
many “identities” of the central  big "I".  Gradually the dancers disconnect themselves  
from the "I” figure as a solving process that makes to lose the parts of "I" itself. As a  
beautifully choreographed dance process in which the various sides of one personality  
are separated from the whole.

Bernd Schwope - PRINZ Magazine (September/2010)

Rache ist Süß! (2010) - Theaterhaus Hildesheim/Quimera Theater

These fighters for freedom are heros and children at the same time, and the stage  
is battlefield and playground. So here give two actors impressively full power in terms of  
pride and masculinity, fight and pain -and this without many words to lose. It is about  
sensory  physical  theater,  and  like  that  both  move  through  a  sophisticated  artistic  
choreography, which shows a nostalgic parade of the myths in the Mexican tradition to be  
leafed through. All of this is made quite virtuosic, (...) a playfully glamorous panopticon, a  
wonderfull and ironic demosntration of what really means to be a Mexican macho.

André Mumot - Hildesheimer Allgemeinde Zeitung (December, 11/2010)

“...should have a chair.” (2009) - W. D'Alessandro solo

And then,  the award of the Audience Prize:  Wesley D'Alessandro can rejoice  
himself. Struggling with his tie, he ran across the stage, hidden himself from the people,  
resting on an imaginary chair, turned pirouettes, classical dance style with humor and  
expression combined.  The audience rewarded this ironic,  witty,  some 'Chaplinesque'  
and at the same time very challenger dance.

Kerstin Leppich - Leipziger Volkszeitung (11/10/2009)

Ties&Legs (2007) – Hessissches Staatstheater Wiesbaden

In the beginning are just legs behind the curtain. A pair of flexible black boots over  
tight pants, another appear under tutus, they stand and walk between calm and nervous  
tension. The toes are tapping, agitated, the feet circulate.
In the minutes before the performance, the private stay exposed. The normally invisibility  
becomes here implicitly insinuated, among the comments of the audience that is settling in  
the theater seats. It marks the difference that follows: The exhibition of classical ballet as in  
a museum.

Again and again Malika Akhmedyarova stay in posture, feet turned wide for each  
other, legs stretched, hands together behind the back, chest out. Nobody stays on this way  
in life - but in art: as the 'Little Dancer of Fourteen Years' by Edgar Degas, a wax sculpture  
from 1881, turmoil triggered because they are obviously not so nice. This strangeness is  
showed by the choreography "Ties&Legs" of Wesley D'Alessandro. He provoked.

Three female dancers and two male dancers perform classical ballet under the rules 
of this art with arabesques, jumps, Pas de deux, everything correct, however they seem 
wooden sometimes, and the women ever stay sad in the long moments that they are lifted  
by the arms of the men. D'Alessandro is not a newbie choreographer, and the repetitions  
are purposeful.

Melanie Suchy - Wiesbadener Kurier (05/25/2007)



           P   H   O   T   O   S               

INTERCOURSE (Work in Progress)
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            V    I    D    E    O       L    I    N    K    S                

https://vimeo.com/109111547
http://www.dailymotion.com/video/xpttwg_janela-windows_creation
http://www.dailymotion.com/video/xpttzs_sonho-so_creation
http://www.dailymotion.com/video/xptu4d_ties-legs_creation
http://www.dailymotion.com/video/xptu72_doppel_creation
https://vimeo.com/109793757
https://vimeo.com/88239919
https://vimeo.com/123533134

